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Risk Mitigation Benefits
How can your team mitigate risk and better be situated for success by engaging with a seasoned Project
Management professional?
If your team has several experiences with design + construction projects, you’ll know there is a high chance of
risk at each phase of the project. Overlooked risks can have substantial impacts on the project cost, quality,
schedule and even on your firm’s integrity.
Our team is experienced in successfully navigating large capital projects and mitigating risk. Areas of risk we
actively analyze and provide recommendation to your team are:
Project Delivery Method Recommendation: (Design-Build, Design-Bid-Build, Construction Management at
risk, Multi-Prime) Each delivery method has benefits, impacts and risks. Your project type, delivery schedule and
involvement will all have key impacts on the right model to choose.

Contract Risk Mitigation: Choosing the right contract and ensuring your terms and conditions mitigate
risk are critical to setting the deliverable expectations from the beginning. Project Management will
provide review, analysis and history experiences that help your team to make confident decisions.
Consultant Partnership: Each potential consultant should thoroughly be interviewed to ensure they
meet your project qualification needs. Our team will provide structured request for proposals, interviews
and recommendations.
Budget Analysis: Inclusion of all project scope and consultant fees is paramount to a budget's accuracy.
Working with your team, we will provide a budget metrics to base your project needs with industry intel.
Schedule Analysis: With multiple consultants and contractors engaged with a project, schedules can
easily be extended or sequenced incorrectly. As your single point of contact, we will work to reduce
schedule durations, sequence appropriately and keep teams accountable to meeting final delivery.
Being intentional in the planning stages can save your project costs, damages and valuable time. We encourage
your team to call and get started on evaluating your projects’ criteria to mitigating project risks.
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